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Section-A
1. Answer the following: (6 x 2 marks= 12 marks)
a) What is ironical about the ending of the story, “A letter to God”?
b) How does Dr Herriot become a blessing for Tricki and Mrs Pumphery a curse?
c) Hari Singh steals the money and runs away from Anil. But he exhibits a change. What good human
quality is portrayed in the story, A Thief’s story in the end?
d) How does the poet want to overcome his state of mind in the poem in the beginning, in the poem
Dust of Snow ? What actually changes his mood?
e) With what two human vices has fire and ice been compared to? What is it that both these two vices
can do to a human?
f) What do you find similarities and difference in the two poems , A dust of snow and fire and ice?

Section-B
2. Answer the following: (5 x 3 marks= 15 marks)
a) Give a brief character sketch of Hari Singh as you find him in the story, “A thief’s Story’
b) Give a contrasting picture of Lencho when the rains fell and after the rains stopped?
c) Read and complete the passage in the indirect:
Husband : Doctor what will the total expenses be in the end?
Doctor : You will have to pay only six Lakhs and you will have a healthy and happy wife.
Husband: Any concession
Doctor : Not a penny.
Husband : Then forget it. I will buy another wife in six lakh.
The husband of a patient asked the doctor a)__________. The doctor replied that b)______
And added that c)________ .The husband asked d)______ When the doctor refused to leave even a
penny then the patient asked the doctor to forget about the money.
d) Rearrange the following sentences:

i) healthy person/germs/a/carry/may/of/in/body/typhoid/his cholera/dysentery/ etc
ii)person/does not/ such/ usually/a disease/ suffer/the from
iii) people/however/who/into contact/carrier/come/with/are/the/catching/ danger/the/danger/in/of
e) Edit the passage:
Error Correction
The issue of capital punishment involve determining a) _______

_______

whether the execution of criminals are ever

b) _______

_______

justified, and if so, on what circumstances

c) ________ _______

it is permissible and how to determining

d) ________

________

the limits of a crime demand execution.

e) ________

_________

It also involves the issue where the society

f) _______

_________

Believes inn corrective justice or retributive justice.

3. Answer the following: (23 marks)
a) Unseen Passage (6 marks)
1.It is rather the self importance of man that he thinks he owns this world. Theories have
developed since the very beginning of cultural and religious development on these lines. There is
an Adam and Eve. There is an Adam and Hawa. There is a Manu having brought life on this
planet after pralaya. All religious preceptors have preached that the world is meant for man.
They talk about communion between Man and God. But science has exploded such myths. It was
not really so that man owned the world in the beginning. Man developed physically to the form
as we find him now, aver a period of time, at a very late stage. The planet started with micro
life.There is a period of millions of years even between existence of the micro life and the huge
dinosaur who owned the world and ruled over it.
2.But nature has been rather cruel to this animal world for which actually, everything in the
world was mean. Nature bestowed man with a developed brain that it did not develop in any
other creature. This partiality of nature made him homo Sapien. It was only man who could think
and plan about his existence and welfare, polluting in the process, the land, the space and the
seas that nature had made for all. His own creation may one day go against him. But now he
owns the world and is the master all that he surveys. He feels that all the creatures on earth and
even beyond the earth are meant for him.
3.The ego of ownership has made man the most cruel animal in the world. He builds palatial
buildings and big cities on the abodes of small creatures like ants and other burrow dwellers.
They are all to die for his facilities.

4.Nature made vegetation that is meant for all living beings. But Man felt that all the animals are
meant for him. He killed elephant for its tusks, deer for his horns, a large number of animals for
their hide for his shoes, decoration and dresses. He killed musk deer to have the musk from its
stomach. He kills a large number animals for his food. His number is increasing in such a way
that he will have no fear, ever of animals, owning the world again.
5.Man justifies his killing of animals by a strange theory. “ One living being is the food of
another living creature.” Who will remind him of the doomsday after which the animal world
would claim back from man their due right and man may then become “ meant” for animals.
A.Answer the following questions.
a) How have all theories of man related to cultural and religious development based on?
b) How did the partiality of nature made man ‘Home Sapien’?
c) What has the ego of ownership made man?
d) How does man justify his killing of animals?
e) Find the antonym of the word ‘opposition ‘in para 1 .
f) Find the synonym of the word ‘just’ in para 5.

b) Article Writing (7 marks)
Writing is a powerful tool of communication. You are the President of the literary society of the
school. Using the hints given below ,together with your own ideas , write an article for your
school magazine on how to write effectively in 120-150 words.
Writing an important skill- good writing good ideas- exercise your imagination-organise thoughts
and ideas- write with clarity effectively- about things that interest you.

c)Long Question 1 (5 marks)
i) Writing a letter to God for help, really shows not only the unshaken faith in God of the writer
Lencho but also shows his utter simplicity and innocence. Comment in 100- 15o words.
d) Long Question 1 (5 Marks)
i) What are the different ways by which the world will come to an end in the poem , “Fire and Ice”? Do
you agree? Why/ Why not?
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MATHEMATICS
Topic : Real numbers, polynomials, pair of linear equations in two variables.
(Section – A)
Question numbers 1 to 5 carry one mark each.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find the HCF of two consecutive even numbers.
Find the zeroes of quadratic polynomial x2 + 99x + 127.
For which natural number n, 6n ends with digit zero?
Find the value of k, for which the pair of linear equations x + y – 4 = 0,
2x+ky – 3 = 0 have no solution.
5. Write a equation of a quadratic polynomial having sum and product of its
zeroes as 5 and 0 respectively.
(Section – B)
Question numbers 6 to 10 carry 2 mark each.
6. Write the number of zeroes in the end of a number whose prime factorization
is 22 X 53 X 32 X 17.
7. Find a rational number between 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 7.
8. If α and β are the zeroes of the polynomial f(x) = x2 – 4x + 3, find the value of
(α4β2 + α2β4).
9. Determine the values of m and n so that the following system of linear
equations have infinite number of solutions:
(2𝑚 − 1)𝑥 + 3𝑦 − 5 = 0, 3𝑥 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑦 − 2 = 0
10. 5 pencils and 7 pens together cost rs.250 whereas 7 pencils and 5 pens
together cost rs. 302. Find the cost of one pencil and that of a pen.

(section – C)
Question numbers 11 to 15 carry 3 marks each.

11. Prove that (3 + 2√5) is an irrational number, given that 5 is an irrational
number.
12. A train travels a distance of 480 km at a uniform speed. If the speed had been
8 km/hr less, then it would have taken 3 hours more to cover the same
distance. Find the usual speed of the train.
13. Find the greatest six digit number that is exactly divisible by 18 ,24 and 36.
14.Quadratic polynomial 2x2 – 3x + 1 has zeroes as α and β. Now form a quadratic
polynomial whose zeroes are 3α and 3β.
15. The numerator of a fraction is less than its denominator. If 2 is added to both
the numerator and the denominator, then the sum of the new fraction and
original fraction is

29
20

. Find the original fraction.

(section – D)
Question numbers 16 to 20 carry 4 marks each.
16. Find the smallest natural number by which 1200 should be multiplied so that
the square root of the product is a rational number.
17. Three bells toll at intervals of 9, 12,15 minutes respectively. If they start tolling
together after what time will they next toll together?
18. Seven times a two digit number is equal to four times the number obtained by
reversing the order of its digits. If the difference of the digits is 3,determine
the number.
19. If one of the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial f(x) = 14x2 – 42k2x – 9 is
negative of the other, find the value of k.
20. A motorboat whose speed is 18km/hr in still water takes 1 hr more to go
24km upstream than to return downstream to the same spot. Find the speed
of the stream.
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Section A
1. Short answer type question

(2×1=2)

(i) What are the uses of convex mirror?
(ii) Define focal length of a concave mirror.
Section B
2. Answer the following questions in short-

(2×2=4)

(i) Write differences between real and virtual image.
(ii) A spherical mirror produces an image of magnification -1 on a screen placed at a distance of 50 cm
from the mirror.
(a) Write the type of mirror.
(b) Find the distance of the image from the object.
(c) What is the focal length of the mirror?

Section C
3. Answer the following questions-

(2×3=6)

(i) Differentiate between concave and convex mirror.
(ii) Draw a ray diagram to show the path of the reflected ray in each of the following cases. A ray of light
incident on a convex mirror and concave mirror
(a) strikes at its pole making an angle θ with the principal axis.
(b) is directed towards its principal focus.
(c) is parallel to its principal axis.

Section D

4. Answer the following question-

(1×5=5)

(i) Draw the ray diagram in each case to show the position, size and nature of the image formed when
the object is placed:
(a) At the focus of the concave mirror
(b) at the centre of curvature of concave mirror
(c) between infinity and pole of a convex mirror
(d) beyond centre of curvature of the concave mirror
(e) between the pole P and focus F of a concave mirror
Prepared by: BIBHA JHA (BH)

CHEMISTRY ASSIGNMENT
CLASS 10
SECTION – A
(2 marks each)
1. What do you understand by electrolytic decomposition reaction? What are the products formed
at cathode and anode during electrolysis of acidified water ?
2. Explain corrosion. How can it be prevented?
3. Mention an example of chemical reaction where
(a) evolution of heat takes place
(b) change of colour happens
SECTION – B
(3 marks each)
4. Give reasons:
(a) Magnesium ribbon shall be cleaned before burning.
(b) Silver bromide is used in black and white photography.
(c) Antioxidants are added to packed food items.
5. Explain:
(a) Precipitation reaction
(b) Photochemical decomposition
(c) Redox reaction
SECTION – C
(5 marks)
6. Answer the following :
(a) Name the chemical formula of rust. How can the rusting of iron be prevented?
(b) What is rancidity? How can rancidity be controlled?
(c) Mention the law on which the balancing of chemical equations is based?
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Full marks – 18

Q1. Define photosynthesis with chemical equation. (2)
Q2. Draw a well labelled diagram of stomata and mention its importance in plants. (2)
Q3. What do you mean by holozoic mode of nutrition. In which organism it takes place. (2)
Q4. What are the steps involve in photosynthesis? (2)
Q5. Draw a cross section of leaf. (2)
Q6. What do you mean by autotrophs? Why autotrophs are called producers? (2)
Q7. Draw a well labelled diagram of human digestive system. (3)
OR
By the help of an activity prove that carbon dioxide is essential for photosynthesis. (3)

Q8. Draw a well labelled diagram of human digestive system. (3)
OR
By the help of an activity prove that chlorophyll is essential for photosynthesis. (3)
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SECTION A
A. CHOOSE THE RIGHT ANSWER.
1. Who made the famous remark "when France sneezes the rest of Europe catches cold."?
a. Guissippe Mazzini
b. Duke matternich
c. Napoleon Bonaparte
d. Louis Philippe
SECTION B
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN SHORT (2×2=4)
1. What is absoluteist?
2. State any one step that could create a sense of collective identity among the French people.
SECTION C
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN DESCRIPTIVE WAY.(2×3=6)
1. What was romanticism explain with example also mention the contribution of Karol krupinski.
2. Who was lord Byron what was his contribution in the Greek war of independence?
SECTION D
LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (1×5=5)
1. Describe the painting of Fredrik sorrieau; what was utopian society?
Geography
SECTION A
CHOOSE THE RIGHT ANSWER.

1. Which one of the following is the main cause of land degradation in Punjab.
a. Intensive cultivation
b. Deforestation
c. Over irrigation
d. Overgrazing
SECTION B
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN SHORT (2×2=4)
1. What is resource and what are its classification?
2. Define the sustainable development and give examples.
SECTION C
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN DESCRIPTIVE WAY (2×3=6)
1. Explain the three stages of resource planning also state why the planning is necessary?
2. Write the major features of Rio de Janeiro earth summit 1992
SECTION D
LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (1×5=5)
1. What are the factors responsible for land degradation ? What is land use? Suggest some measures to
solve the problem of land degradation.

